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Axial Performance of Spectacle Lenses l 

Francis E. Washer 
The measured values of the axial meridional powers for 311 spectacle lenses are reported. 

The spherical refractiv e powers range from + 7.00 to - 20.00 diopters with cylindrical powers 
of 0.00, 1.00, and 2.00 diop ters. The depart ures of the measured from t he nominal valu es are 
shown . The probable errors of measurement are discussed . A set of tolerance valu es is 
suggested and the degree of compliance with these suggested tolerances is shown . Theo
retical and experimen tal justificat ions for t he proposed tolerance range are given . 

1. Introduction 

For a number of years , there has been evidence of 
a need for a performance standard for spectacle 
lenses. Various organizations have from time to 
time attempted to formulate standards r elat ing to 
the quality and performan ce of spectacle lenses. 
Many of these standards are quite good, but they 
frequent ly differ in t h e magnitude of t he suggested 
tolerances, which tends to confuse the user. 

Because of the lack of agreement and incomplete
ness that prevailed among existing standards, t he 
National Bureau of Standards was asked by the 
Veterans' Administration to assist in t he preparation 
of specifications for usc in the purchase of spectacle 
lenses. In t he comse of the work lead ing to a speci
fication based on performance, t he axial and marginal 
meridional powers of 311 spectacle lenses were 
measured [1 , 2] .2 

On account of the evidcnt interest in spectacle-lens 
performance and particularly in the proper magni
t ude of the tolerances in axial power that may be set 
in future standards, it seems worthwhile to report 
the measured values of the axial powers of these 
lenses . Analysis of these r esults shows that lenses 
are already being made to quite close tolerances. 
In addition , the values obtained for these lenses can 
be used to determine t he suitability of any set of 
tolerances of axial power that may be specified . 

2. Selection of Lenses for Measurement 

The selection of a series of spectacle lenses for use 
in preparing a set of tolerances is not a simple matter. 
There are so many varicties, each designed for a 
specific usc. These includ e single-vision, bifocal, 
and trifocal lenses; also glasses that give best over
all performance when ·used in viewing distant objects 
and t hose t hat give best performance when used for 
near objects. In addition, for a single type there 
are a great number of steps required to cove r the 
entire range of powers. For example, for lenses 
having sp hcrical power only, t here are 41 possible 
lenses to be considered , iI one proceeds from a power 
of + 20.00 to - 20.00 diopters in I-diopter steps. 
For each halving oi t h e' steps, t he number to be con
sidered is doubled, so for }~-diopLel" sLcps, the toLal 
number is 161. 

1 rrh is work was performed in connection with a resea rch project sponsored b y 
the Veterans' Administration. 

, F igures in brackets indicate the li terature referen ces at the end of tbis paper. 

If lenses for astigmatic correction are also included, 
the number of different lenses to be considered are 
increased enormously. Because of the impractica
bility of measming the performance of a representa
tive number of all available lenses, it was early 
decided to limit the scope of the investigation to 
cover lenses used for distant-vision only. The 
number was further reduccd by deciding to measure 
only the type called corrected ophthalmic lenses. 
A corrected ophthalmic lens is an ophthalmic lens 
having t he total spherical and cylindrical powers 
divided between the front and rear surfaces in a man
ner tbat minimizes as far as practicable, the differ
ences between powers measured at points in the peri
pheral region and the optic axis [3]. Lenses of this 
nature are known to the trade as members of a 
"corrected curve" series. 

Under this limitation, the range for study \\Tas 
accepted as being from + 7.00 Lo - 20.00 diopLers. 
In order to reduce the number to be studied still 
furth er to some practicable figure, percentage-oI-use 
tables prepared by the Veteran ' Administration 
were studied [4]. A recent version of these per
centage-oI-use tables is shown in table 1. On the 

TABLE l. Expected percentage oj use Jor single-vision lenses 
having spherical powers ranging from +20.00 to -20.00 
dioptel·s and cylindrical powers ranging Jrom 0.00 to +6.00 
diopters 

B ased 011 inform ation contained in Veterans· Administration speci fi eationof 1955. 

J)ercentage haying cy1inc1ricai power in the 
range-

R ange of spherical power 
0.00 to 0.25 to 2.25 to 3.25 to 4.25 to 

0.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 
------------

Diopter. 
16.25 to 20.00 0.03 0.05 0.005 0.005 0.02 
12.25 to 16. 00 .35 .40 . 05 . 05 .005 
9.25 to 12.00 1. 30 .40 .05 .02 . 02 
7.25 to 9.00 0.20 . 10 . 05 .02 . 005 
6.25 to 7. 00 .20 .05 .005 . 005 .005 

4. 25 to 6.00 I. 40 6.20 0.005 0.05 0.005 
2.25 to 4.00 12.20 6.30 . 15 .05 .02 
0.00 LO 2.00 23 . . \0 14.00 .25 . 10 . 10 
.00 to 0.00 0 4.70 . 15 . 10 .05 
.00 to -2. 00 5. 00 14.20 . 45 . 15 .08 

-2.25 to -4. 00 I. 20 2.80 0.45 0.20 0. 07 
-4.25 to -6. 00 0. 40 1. 00 . 10 . 10 .10 
-6.25 to -7. 00 . 10 O. J5 . 05 .02 . 005 
-7.25 to -9. 00 . 10 .10 .02 . 01 .01 
-9. 25 to - 20. 00 . 05 .05 .02 .02 .02 

---------------
'rotaL __________ -------- 46.03 50.50 1. 94 0.945 0.5 15 

-
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basis of these studies, t.he major number of lenses 
were selected having spherical power ranging from 
+ 7.00 to - 6.00 diopters and cylindrical power 
ranging from 0.00 to + 2.00. The number selected 
outside this range is small but is perhaps sufficient 
to indicate probable performance. 

It also seemed desirable to make measurements on 
more than one lens of a given power. To achieve 
this end, lenses of identical powers were purchased 
from five different manufacturers. Some power 
combinations were not readily available from each 
of the five, but generally, at least three makers were 
able to do so. The final total of lenses that were 
measured was 311, comprised of 3 to 5 lenses in each 
of 68 power combinations. 

3. Nomenclature 

In the early days of spectacle making, spherical 
surfaces only were used. After the existence of 
astigmatism in the eyes of certain people suffering 
from poor vision was established, it was found that 
the combination of spherical and cylindrical surfaces 
on spectacle lenses resulted in improved vision 
particularly in the axial region. Because only 
spherical and cylindrical surfaces were used, the 
custom arose of describing or prescribing such 
lenses in terms of spheres and cylinders. 

'Vith the advent of toric surfaces for the correction 
of astigmatism over a wide vista, the practice of 
prescribing spectacles in terms of spheres and cylinders 
might well have been discontinued. However, the 
practice still persists and frequently leads to mis
understanding because a given prescription can 
usually be written in two ways . For example, a 
given prescription can be written prescribing a posi
tive sphere and with a positive cylinder or as a 
larger positive sphere with a negative cylinder. 
The process of changing the lens prescription from 
one form to another equivalent form is called 
transposition. 

When the study that finally led to the preparation 
of a performance specification for the Veterans' 
Administration was initiated, it soon became evident 
that it was much simpler to describe the performance 
in terms of meridional powers. There are two 
principal meridional powers for an astigmatic lens , 
and the equivalent cylindrical power is given by the 
simple difference of the two principal meridional 
powers. Actually, when using this concept, the 
power of a lens is completely specified by giving the 
values of the two principal meridional powers. The 
advantage of this method is still more evident when 
one is comparing measured performance in the 
peripheral region with that in the axial region. 

In the course of this study of spectacle perform
ance,measurement, analyses, and reporting of results 
have been done in terms of the meridional powers so 
as to avoid any possible ambiguity. However, as 
the terms spherical and cylindrical power are in gen
eral use in the prescribing of lenses, a summary of 
the relations connecting meridional powers and the 
usual prescribed powers is given below. 

Vp= One of the principal meridional powers. It 
is given by the sum of the prescribed 
spherical and prescribed cylindrical 
power. It is the maximum meridional 
power when the prescribed powers are 
positive. 

Hp = The second principal meridional power. It 
is usually the same as the spherical 
power. It is the minimum meridional 
power when the prescribed powers are 
positive. 

Op = Prescribed cylindrical power. It is the 
difference between the principal merid
ional powers and is given by the relation 
Op= Vp- H p. 

Vo = Measured value of one of the meridional 
powers at the optical center of the lens. 
It is the measured power for vertical 
lines. 

Ho = Measured value of the second meridional 
power at the optical center of the lens. 
It if:' the measured power for horizonal 
lines. (In the absence of cylindrical 
power, Vo = Ho.) 

Oo = The measured cylindrical power at the op
tical center of the lens. It is obtained 
from the relation, 00 = Vo - Ho. 

3.1. Additional Relations 
The following formulas are used in computing the 

departures of the measured values from the specified 
values for the axial region. The values Vp , H p , and 
Op are derived from the nominal prescribed powers. 

L'l Vo = Vo- V p 
L'lHo= Ho - Hp 
L'lOo= Oo-Op. 

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing showing the two 
principal meridians in which measurements are made. 
For convenience, the lens is always so oriented that 
Vo - Ho?:'O , which is equivalent to limiting the study 
to lenses having zero or positive cylindrical power. 

CYLlNOE:R AXI S 

v, 

FIGURE 1. Schematic dmwing showing the two pTincipal 
meridians in which measU1'ements aTe made. 

For convenience, the lens is always so oriented that Vo-I-Io~O, which is equiva
lent to limiting the study to lenses having zero or positive cylindrical power. 
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4 . Method of Measurement 
The powers of all lenses were measured on standard 

vertex power-measuring i~struments. Instn:~n~ents 
of this type are actually cah,hrated to re~~ mel'lchonal 
power directly, which pr?vldes an addItIOnal reason 
for recording and reportll1g the results of measu~'e
ment in terms of meridional power. Before begm
nino' Lhe actual measurement of the various sample 
lew~'es, the instruments were calibrated with the aid 
of a series of standard lenses whose powers had b een 
carefully determined on a visual optical bench. 
These standard lenses were used from time to time 
during the course of the investigation to make cert~in 
that no inaccuracy of the vertex pov~e.r-measurmg 
instruments had developed. In addItIOn, an ex
tended study of the sources and magJ?itude of P?ssible 
errors was made before proceedmg wIth. the mam pal:t 
of the work. This study is presented m some detail 
in the following section. 

4.1. Variation in Axial Power for One Observer 

'IVhen mal(ing a measurement of dioptric pow?!'?f a 
sp ectacle lens with vertometel', lensometer , or simllar 
measuring instrument, it is usual to first. set the .zero 
in accordance with the manufacturer's instructIOns. 
The lens to be measured is then properly positioned 
in the instrument and a sett in g for best focus made . 
The measured power is then read direc~ly .froJ? Lhe 
calibrated drum. Several sources of vanatIOll 111 the 
reported power arc at on ce apparent. First, the 
range through which t he target reticle can be ~oved 
without marked deterioraLion of Lhe observed Image
ry is appreciable, so LhaL t he observer must attempt 
settinO" the reticle in a mean position and trust that 
he ha~ O"one neither too far nor not far enough. For 
best re~ults, it appears desirable to pass completely 
through the region of good focus, re.verse an~ pass 
back through it, then approacl~ agall1, s~oPplllg ~t 
what is believed to be the optnnum pOSItIOn. 1: 0 

reduce systematic errors by a single observe1> i t is 
preferable that the drum always be rotated III .the 
same direction in the approach to the final settlllg. 

In order to give an idea of the magnitude of the 
variation possible from t his depth of focus effect , 
measurements were made to determine the range of 
setting possible with tolerable focus. The values 
obtained are shown in table 2. 

TABLE 2. Yariation of j'eadings possible when selling the drum 
for satisfactory defin~tion, but stopping at the beginning of 
the mnge 

A II values arc given in dioptcrs 

Spheri· 
cal 

power 

+ 4.00 
2.00 
0.00 

-1.00 

-2. 00 
-4. 00 
- 6.00 

Setting madc W;LO 
drum moving--

Foca l 
Counter- range 

Clock- clock-
wise wi se 

+ 4. ]J + 4.03 + 0. 10 
2. IJ 2.01 . 12 
O. 10 - 0.01 . 11 

-.88 -.99 . ll 

- I. i 8 - 1. 89 . 11 
- J .84 -3.98 . 14 
-5. 94 -6.06 . ]2 
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In making Lhe observations, shown in table . 2, 
several lenses were selected at random to cover t he 
ce ntral region of the instruments range. . It i s clear 
that if the observer maintains t he same cntenon and 
same direction of drum motion, he will get approxi
mately the same value for either manner of settiJ?g. 
For example, the measured power for the lens WIth 
nominal power four is given by either 

4.13 - 0.10 = 4.03 diopters 

or 

4. 03-(0.01)=4.04 diopter::;. 

However if reversed conditions arc used, then the 
measured p~wer may range from 3.93 to 4.14 diopters. 

A second source of variation is the sille of the mLer
val separating individual settings. For exampl~, 
when the smaller scale division is 0.12 diopter, est1-
mating the reading to the nearest hundredth is rather 
difficult. Perhaps the best t hat ca n be expecLec~ for 
suc h an interval is an estimate between one-s1xth 
and one-eio'hth of a scale division or approximately 
± 0.02 clioJ~Ler. For other regions, the size o.f a sca\e 
divisioll is greater, and t he error in the estllnate lS 
proportio lmtcly greater. 

4 .2 . Variations in Axial Power Measurements for 
Three 0 bservers 

Beca use iL was realized LhaL Lhe difrerences beLween 
marked and measured powers observed in the course 
of this work might serve as .a ba~is in establishing 
lolerance for purchase speclfi caLlOns of spe.cLacIe 
lenses, all possible precau L,ions were Laken Lo msure 
accuracy. Too mu ch relIance, Lherefore, was not 
placed on the findings of a single observer. There 
exist always possibilities of difrerences III observa
tional criteria among observers that may lead to 
systemaLic differences in results: There are also 
possibilities of gross error:; or mIstakes whe.n con
sidering the results of a smgle observer, wIuch are 
usually detected when the measuremeJ~ts. are ~'e
pea ted by a second. observer because It IS qmte 
unlikely that both WIll make the same error for the 
same lens. 

In order to determine the probable variations 
among observers, the same lenses .w.ere measured on 
the same instrument by three chfIerent observers. 
None of the observers was permitted to see the values 
obtained by the others. during the experime.nt. O.ne 
observer completed Ius work on the entlI'e senes 
before the next one sLarted. 

Table 3 shows the values obLilined by each of three 
observers, identified as D , G, and B , f?r a.representa
tive group of six lenses. .1'he fom.th hne 1ll each case 
is the average value obtalHed and 1S the one ac~ep.ted 
as correct. The symbols Va , Ho, and 0 0 .SI!Slllfy, 
respecti vely, the measmed maximum and m~lllm.um 
meridional powers and the measured. cylll1~ncal 
power following the procedme set forth In sectiOn ~ . 
It is clear that the departure from the average IS 
relatively small for each observer. 



TABLE 3. Values of the axial powers for 6 lenses obtained by 
each of 3 observers (D , G, and B) 

The average values for the three observers are accepted as correct. All values are 
expressed in diopters. 

Obs. Sph. Cyl. Vo H o Go AVo AHo AGo 

D _________ } 
G _________ 7 
B ___ _____ _ 

{ 
8.90 

2 8.97 
8.96 

6.971.93 
6. 97 2.00 
6.93 2. 03 

- 0. 10 - 0. 03 -0.07 
-. 03 -. 03 . 00 
-.04 - . 07 . 03 

Average___ _____ ___ __ 8. 94 6. 96 1. 99 - . 06 - . 04 - . 01 

D _______ __ } 
G ______ ___ 4 
B ________ _ 

{ 
6.13 

2 6. 12 
6.12 

+ 0. 13 +0. 02 + 0. 11 
. 12 . 00 . 12 
. 12 . 03 .09 

4.02 2.11 
4.00 2. 12 
4.03 2.09 

------------
A vcrage _______ _ 6. 12 4. 02 2.11 . 12 . 02 . 11 

{ 3.06 1.01 2.05 0. 06 0. 01 0. 05 
2 3. 07 I. 05 2.02 . 07 .05 . 02 

3.05 I. 00 2.05 . 05 . 00 . 05 

D _________ } 
G __ _______ 1 
B ________ _ 

------------
A vcrage ___ - ---- - --- - 3. 06 I. 02 2.04 .06 . 02 . 04 

D _________ 

} 0 { 2.09 0. 02 2. 07 0. 09 0. 02 0.07 
G ________ _ 2 2.01 . 01 2.00 . 01 . 01 . 00 
B _________ 2. 00 . 00 2. 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 

------------
Ayerage ___ ----- ----- 2.03 . 01 2. 02 . 03 . 01 . 02 

D _________ 

}-1 { 1.01 - 0.93 I. 94 0.01 0. 07 - 0.06 G _________ 2 1. 01 -. 98 I. 99 . 01 . 02 - . 01 
B _________ 1. 03 -.99 2.02 . 03 . 01 .02 

Average ___ ---- - ----- 1. 02 -. 97 1. 98 .02 . 03 -. 02 

D ________ _ 

}-4 {-2.01 -3. 99 1. 98 - 0. 01 0. 01 - 0. 02 G _________ 2 -2.00 - 3. 98 1. 98 +. 00 . 02 -. 02 
B _________ - 2. 04 - 4.00 1. 96 -. 04 . 00 -. 04 

A vcragc __ _ ---- - ----- - 2.02 - 3.99 I. 97 -. 02 .01 -. 03 

D _________ 

}- 6 t 3. 89 -5.89 2.00 + 0. 11 0. 11 + 0. 00 G __ _______ 2 -3.91 - 5.96 2.05 . 09 . 04 . 0.5 
B ____ _____ - 3.97 - 5.95 1. 98 . 03 . 05 - .02 

Avera~c _________ __ _ - 3. 92 -5. 93 2. 01 . 08 . 07 . 01 

Considering both of the above factors and ignor
ing, for the present, possible systematic errors arising 
from initial improper adjustment of the instrument 
and from possible errors of calibration , it seems 
probable that a single observer should be able to 
repeat a given setting within one-fourth of a scale 
division. Two settings are, however , necessary to 
make a single power determination so the probable 
error is increased by a factor of 1.4 . The probable 
error of a single determination by a single observer 
may accordingly be estimated as one-third scale 
division . For small dioptric powers, this means that 
the probable error of a single determinaLion is ± 0.04 
diopter. For higher dioptric powers, where the 
size of a scale division is 0.25 diopter, this error may 
reach ± O.07 diopter. In m aking the measuremen ts 
on the lenses reported herein, the observers Cll Sto
marily make five complete determinations . The 
spread of the recorded values tend Lo corroborate the 
above conclusions . The error in the reported values 
of dioptric powers should, of course, be appreciably 
lower, as the error of an average of five determina
tions is less than half tha t of a single. 
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An analysis was made of the results of measure
ments on v 36 lenses by 3 observers to determine 
possible observer bias or systematic error. The 
results of this analysis are shown in table 4. D e
partures from the averages were determined for each 
observer for each of the 36 lenses. Ideally the sums 
of the departures from averages should total zero, on 
the assumption that although different lenses are 
involved, the nature of the measurements is essen
tially the same. Actually this sum is not zero, so 
a small observer bias is indicated. The average 
magnitude for each observer is as shown in table 4. 
It is clear that for none of the observers does the 
magnitude of the systematic error exceed ± 0.01 
diopter, which is practically negligible, being of the 
order of magnitude of one-tenth scale division. In 
addition, the probable error of a single determination 
was computed for each observer and found not to 
exceed ± 0.02 diopter. Considering the small mag
nitude of the observer bias and the probable error 
of a single determination for each observer, it can 
safely be said that the error of a determination of 
Vo, Ho, or Co will generally be less than ± 0.03 
diopter . 

TARLE 4. Systematic en'ors in Vo, H o, and Co for 3 observers, 
D , G, and B , based on measurements from 36 lenses 

Observer 

Average depart.ure from the 
average 0(-

l-lo Go 
------1---1--------

D _____ ._ 
0 ----- -_- _ 
B ___ _ 

Diopters 
+0.011 
- .003 
- .OOG 

Diopters 
+0.0 13 

- . OOG 
-.009 

Diopters 
- 0. 002 
+. 003 
-. 001 

To give a clearer view of the agreement among the 
three observers, table 5 shows a frequency distribu
tion of the errors. For example, in the determination 
of Vo• the value obtained by observer D is identical 
with Vo (the average for the three observers) for 14 
percent of the lenses. All of the observers are 
within ± 0.03 diopter of Vo for 80 percent of the 
lenses. It is clear from these tables , that the de
terminations of each of the three observers are 
within ± 0.03 diopter of the accepted average values 
of 17o, Ho , and Co for 90 percen t of the lenses and are 
within ± O.Ol diopter for 50 percent of the lenses. 
The findings shown here in table 5 tend to corroborate 
the belief that a probable error of a complete de
t ermination for a single observer will generally not 
exceed ± O.03 diopter. 



TARLE .'5 . Frequency distribution of departures from the average 
f or each of 3 observers f01' determinations of VA, H o, and Co 
on a group oJ 36 lenses 

A 

Percentage of determinations 
t hat do not depart from' Va 
by more than oVa for ob· 

-
0170 scrver-

D 0 B 

---- - --

Diopter. 
0. 00 14 25 11 

±0.01 39 67 56 
.02 61 89 78 
.m 83 97 89 
. 04 92 97 92 
.05 95 100 100 
.06 100 100 100 

B 
---------------

Percentage of d et~rminations 

that do not d epa!!!l'om 1I0 
by more than 0110 for ob· -

oHo server-

D a B 
--- - ----------
Dio1Jfers 

0. 00 17 2.5 17 
± 0. 01 !)(i fi8 .18 

.02 70 S9 84 

. 0:1 78 98 92 

. 04 U2 100 98 

. 05 95 100 100 

.06 100 100 100 

C 
-------------

I'crccnt...'l.go of d e tcrm ill a tion s 
that do noL dep ..... rt· from Co 
by 11101' (' than -;iZ'~ for oh---

oCo scrvcl" -

D a 13 
-----
Diopters 

0. 00 28 22 28 
± 0. 01 58 55 58 

.02 70 84 75 

.m 8ti 89 84 

.04 92 100 98 

. 05 98 100 98 

. 06 100 100 100 

5. Results of Measurement on 311 Spectacle 
Lenses 

T he two principal meridional powers of each lens 
were measured by each of three observers. E ach 
observer m ade five dcLermin at ions of each quantity 
for each lens. The l'('sulls of meaSLlrement for all 
observers were averaged and the results are li sted 
in tables 6 to 12. For convenience, each table lists 
results for Lhe ent ire r ange of spherical powers fo r a 
single value of t he cylindri cal powers. The Lwo 
principal meridional powers, 1'0 and Ho, are t he only 
quantities elirectly measured. The value of the 
equivalent cylindrical power is given by the differ
ence between the con espooding values of 1'0 and 
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T A'RLE 6. N{easured values oJ the axial mel'idional powers, Va 
and H /J, for 72 spectacle lenses havin(l zero culindrical power 
and with spherical powers ranging from + 7. 00 to - 18.00 
diopters 

'fhe nominal n"cscl' ibod spherical rowrrs a re listed IIndor " Soh " . T he va lues 
of the dev iat ions fro m the nO'nin al powers in the prinCipal meridians arc listed 
under the headi ngs II Va , IIHo. anrIIlCo= (lIl'o-A f!o) . 

All values a re expressed in dio pt"rs . 

Sph . Fry JIo Co AVo AfTo ACo 

-------------------------

{ 6.98 6.98 0.00 - 0.02 - 0.02 0.00 
7.00 7.01 7.00 .01 +.0 1 +. 00 .01 

7.01 7.01 . 00 .01 . 01 . 00 

! 
6.08 6.07 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.01 
6. 07 6. 07 . 00 , .07 . 07 . 00 

6. 00 5.98 5. 96 .02 - .02 - .04 .02 
6.02 6.05 - .03 +. 02 +.0.1 - .03 
6.00 5.98 +. 02 .00 - . 02 +.02 

! 
5.05 5.0.5 0.00 0.05 +0.00 0.00 
4.99 4.99 .00 - .01 - .01 . 00 

5.00 5.04 5.05 - .01 +. 04 +.05 - .01 
4.97 4. 96 + .01 - .03 - .04 +. 01 
5.04 5.02 .02 +. 04 +. 02 .02 

! 
3.99 3.99 0. 00 - 0. 01 - 0.0 1 0.00 
3.99 4.00 -.01 -. 01 +. 00 - . 01 

4. 00 4. 02 4.01 +. 01 +. 02 . 01 +. 00 
4.02 4.00 .02 .02 . 00 . 02 
4.0 1 4.02 -. 01 .01 . 02 -. 01 

{ 
3.01 3.02 - 0. 01 0.0 1 0.02 - 0.01 
2 98 2.99 -. 01 - . 02 - .01 - .01 

3.00 3.01 3. 01 +. 00 +. 01 +. 01 +. 00 
3.09 3.09 .00 .09 .09 . 00 
3.01 3.0 1 . 00 . 0 1 . 01 . 00 

! 
2.02 2. 01 0.01 0.02 0. 01 0. 01 
2.03 2.04 - .01 . O:l .04 - .01 

2. 00 I. 99 I. 99 +. 00 - . 01 - . 01 + .00 
I. 97 I. 97 . 00 - .0:1 - . 03 .00 
2.02 I. 99 . 03 +. 02 - .01 . 03 

! 
0. 99 0. 99 0.00 - 0. 01 - 0.0 1 0. 00 
1. 01 1. 01 . 00 +. 01 +. 01 . 00 

1. 00 1. 01 I. 00 . 01 . 01 00 01 
I. 00 I. 02 - . 02 . 00 .02 - . 02 
o 99 1. 00 -. 01 - . 01 . 00 - . 01 

! 
0. 01 0. 01 0. 00 + 0. 01 0.0 1 0. 00 
-. 01 -. 01 +. 00 -. 01 -. 01 . 00 

0. 00 +. 01 +. 00 . 01 +. 01 +. 00 +. 01 
. 01 .00 .01 . 01 .00 . 01 
. 00 . 00 .00 . 00 . 00 . 00 ! - 099 

- 0.99 0. 00 0. 01 0. 01 0. 00 
-. 96 - . 96 . 00 . 04 . 04 . 00 

- 1.00 - 1. 01 - 1.02 .01 - . 01 - .02 . 01 
- 1.00 - 1.00 . 00 +. 00 +. 00 . 00 
- 1. 00 - 1. 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 

1-201 
- 2. 02 0. 01 - 0. 01 - 0.02 0. 01 

- 1.96 - 1.95 -. 01 +. 04 +. 05 -. 01 
- 2. 00 - 1. 96 - 1. 97 +. 01 . 04 .03 +. 01 

-2.01 - 2. 01 .00 - . 01 - .01 .00 
- 1. 92 - 1. 96 . 04 +. 08 +. 04 . 04 ! - 2.98 

- 2.97 -. 01 0. 02 0. 03 - 0.01 
-2.97 - 2.95 - . 02 . 03 . 05 -. 02 

- 3.00 -2.99 - :l.00 +. 01 . 01 . 00 +. 01 
-2.97 - 2.96 -. 01 . 03 . 04 -. 01 
-3.02 - 2.98 -. 04 -. 02 . 02 - . 04 ! -4.01 

- 4. 01 + 0.00 - 0. 01 - 0. 01 + 0. 00 
-4.00 - 4. 00 . 00 +. 00 +. 00 . 00 

- 4.00 -4.00 - 4.00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 
- 4.00 - 4. 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 
- 3.90 - 3. 87 -. 03 . 10 . 13 - . 03 ! -5.89 

- 5.90 + 0. 01 O. 11 0. 10 + 0. 01 
- 6.02 - 6.00 - . 02 -. 02 . 00 - . 02 

- 6.00 - 6. 00 - G. OI + . 01 +. 00 -. 01 +. 01 
- 6.01 - 6. 01 . 00 - . 01 - . 01 . 00 
- G. 00 - 6. 00 . 00 +. 00 +. 00 . 00 

{- 1O. 06 - 1O. 0G 0. 00 - 0.06 - 0. 06 0.00 
- 10. 00 - 9.89 -9.89 .00 +. 11 +. 11 .00 

- 9. 96 - 9. 96 .00 .04 . 04 . 00 

{- 13.92 - 13. 92 0. 00 0.08 0. 08 0.00 
- 14. 00 - 14. 07 - 14.07 . 00 - .07 -.07 . 00 

- 13. 98 - 1:J. 98 .00 +.02 +. 02 . 00 

{ - 17. 95 - 17. 95 0. 00 0. 05 0. 05 . 00 
- 18. 00 - 17. 90 - 17.90 . 00 . 10 . 10 .00 

- 17. 97 - 17.97 . 00 .O:J . 03 . 00 



TABLE 7. l11easured values of the axial meridional powers, Vo 
and H o• for 76 spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power oJ 
1.00 diopter and with spherical powers ranging from + 6.00 
to - 19.00 diopters 

'rhe nominal prescribed spherical powers arc listeo und er jj Sph". The values 
of the deviations from the nom inal powers in the principal mcridbns are listed 
und er the beadings Ll Yo, LlH o, and LlCo= (Ll Vo-LlIIo). 

All values arc expressed in diopters. 

Sph . 170 FIo Co Ll 170 ~:J~ - ---------- --

{ S.04 7.00 1. 04 0. 04 0.00 0.04 
7.00 8. 00 6.98 1. 02 .00 -.02 .02 

S. 00 7.02 0.9S .CO +.02 -.02 

1 

6.99 5.92 1. 07 -0.01 -0. OS +0.07 
7.16 6. 06 1. 10 +.16 +, 0(; . 10 

(t 00 7.09 6.03 1. 06 . 09 .03 · or, 
7. 01 5.94 1. 07 .01 -. 06 . 07 
7.00 G.02 0.9S .00 +. 02 -. 02 

1 

6.09 5. 10 0.99 0.09 0.10 - 0. a t 
6.06 5.08 .9S .06 · OS - .02 

5.00 5.9S 4. 97 1.01 -. 02 -.03 +. Ot 
6.0 L 5.01 1. 00 +.01 +, Ot .00 
6. 00 4. 93 l. 07 .00 -.07 .07 

1 

5.00 3.97 1. 03 0.00 -0.03 0.03 
5.00 3.98 1. 02 · 00 -.0'2 .02 

4.00 5.00 4.03 0.97 .00 +. 03 -. 03 
5. 07 4. 01 1. 00 .07 .01 +. 06 
5.03 4. 17 0.86 . 03 . 17 -. 14 

1 

3.97 2.96 1. 0t -0.03 -0.04 +0.01 
4.01 3.05 0.06 +.01 +.05 -.04 

3.00 3.9S 2.9S 1. 00 -. 02 -. 02 .00 
3.05 3.0 L 0.94 -.05 +'O t -.On 
4.08 3.05 1. 03 +.08 .05 +.03 

1 

3.01 2.04 0.97 0.01 0.04 -o.m 
3.09 1. 96 I. 13 .09 -. 04 +. ]3 

2.00 2.99 2.00 0.99 -. 01 +. 00 -. OL 
3.01 2.00 1. OL +. OL .00 +.01 
3. OJ 2.03 .9S .01 . 03 -.02 

1 

20L 1. 00 1. 01 O. 01 0.00 +0. Ot 
1. 99 1. 00 0.90 -. OL · 00 -.OL 

1. 00 2.02 0.99 1. 03 +.02 -. OL +.03 
2.0L 1. 00 1.01 . 01 +. 00 .01 
2. O~~ 1. 01 1. 02 .03 .01 . 02 

1 

0.9S O.OL 0.97 - 0.02 0.01 -0.03 
.08 -.OL .90 -.02 -. 01 -.01 

0.00 .00 -.02 l.OL -. 01 -.02 +. OL 
.1. 00 +. 00 1. 00 +. 00 +.00 .00 
1. 00 -.01 1. 01 .00 -.O L .OL 

1 

0.02 - 0. 00 1.0t 0.02 0.01 0.01 
- . 03 - 1.01 0.08 -.03 -.Ot -.02 

-1. 00 +.00 - 0.97 . 97 +. 00 +.03 -.03 
-. 04 -.09 .95 -.04 .01 -. 05 
- .02 - 1. 00 .9S -.02 .00 -.02 

1-
0
.

04 
- 1.95 LO t +0.05 0.05 O.O t 

-.08 - 2.00 1. 02 . 02 .00 .02 
-2 00 -.97 - 1. 97 1. 00 . 03 .03 . 00 

-1.00 - ]. ao 0.99 .00 . Ot -.Ot 
- 1. 00 -]. 08 .98 · 00 . 02 -.02 

1 -
1 97 

-3.01 1.04 O. 03 -0.01 +0. 01 
- ]. 97 -2.97 1. 00 . 03 +.03 . 00 

- 3.00 - 1.95 -2. 96 1. 01 · as .04 . 01 
-2.03 -3. 01 0.98 -. 03 -.Ot -.02 
-2.02 -3.00 . ~8 -.02 +.00 -. 02 

r298 

-3.04 0.96 +0. 02 0.06 -0. 01 
- 2. 92 -4.01 1.00 · 08 -.01 +. 09 

-4. 00 -2.92 - 4.00 1. 08 .08 +.00 . 08 
-2.06 -3.08 I. 02 .04 . 02 .03 
-3.00 -4. 03 1.03 · 00 -.03 .03 

r493 

- 5.96 1.o:J 0. 07 +0.04 0.03 
-4.93 -5.93 1.00 . 07 .07 · 00 

-6.00 -4.90 - 5.05 0.96 . 01 . 05 -.04 
-5.02 - 6.02 1.00 -.02 -.02 +.00 
-4.91 -5.97 1. 06 +.09 +. 03 · 06 

{ -9.0 t - 10. 01 1. 00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 

-10.00 -9.07 -10.07 1. 00 -.07 -. 07 · 00 
-8.9S -9. 97 0.99 +.02 +.03 -.01 
-8.83 -9.87 1. 04 . 17 . 13 +. 04 

{ -9.96 - 10.96 1. 00 0.04 0.01 0.00 
-11. 00 -9.83 -10.87 1. 04 . 17 · ]3 .04 

-9.97 - 11.02 ]. 05 .03 -.02 . 05 r13. 88 
-H.86 0.98 0.12 0.14 0.02 

- 15.00 - 14.07 - 15.00 .93 . 00 -.07 .07 
- 13.09 -14.97 .98 .01 .03 .02 

{-17. 78 - ]8.83 1. 05 0.22 0.17 0.05 
-19.00 - 17.98 - 18.02 0.94 .02 .08 -.02 

-17.87 -18.75 .88 .13 .25 -. 12 

TABLE 8. N!eas1l1'ed vaZ1tes oJ the axial 1nCTidional powers, Vo 
and H 0, for 71 spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power of + 2.00 diopters and with spherical powers ranging from + 7.00 
to -20.00 dioplers 

'rbe nominal prescribed spherica l powers are listed under HSpb ." The values 
of the deviations from the nominal powers ill the principal meridian are listed 
under tbe headings Ll Vo, LlHo, and LlCo=(Lll 'o-LlH o). 

All valnes are ex pressed in diopter~. 

Spb. Vo Flo Co avo LlHo I LlCo 
- -- - --

~l~ 7.00 { 8.94 6. 96 1. OS -0.06 
8.96 7.00 1. 96 -.04 +.00 -.04 

{ 
S. 02 5.99 2.03 + 0.02 -0.01 +0.03 

6.00 7.99 6.02 1. 97 -.01 +. 02 -. 03 
8. as 6.05 2. 00 +.05 · 05 +. 00 
8.11 6.01 2.10 . 11 · 01 . 10 

{ 
6.99 4.95 2.04 - 0.01 - 0.05 0.04 

5. 00 7.03 5. 13 1. 90 +. 03 +. 13 -. 10 
7. 11 5.06 2.05 . 11 · 06 +.05 
0.99 5.01 1. 98 -.01 .01 -.02 

{ 
6.12 4.02 2.10 +0.12 0.02 0.10 

4.00 6. 03 3.98 2.05 . 03 -.02 .05 
6.01 4.03 1. 98 .01 +.03 -.02 
6.05 4.06 1. 99 .05 . 06 -.Ot 

1 

5.10 3. 16 1. 94 0. 10 0. 16 - 0.06 
4.98 2.95 2.03 -. 02 -.05 +.03 

3. 00 5. 0'1 3.04 2.00 +.04 +.04 .00 
4.97 3.00 I. 97 - .03 -. 00 -.03 
5.00 3.04 1. 96 · 00 +. 04 -.04 

1 

3.98 2.0t 1. 07 - 0.02 0.01 -0. 03 
4.04 2.00 2.04 +. 04 · 00 

I 
+' 04 

2. 00 4.00 2.04 1. 96 .00 .04 -. 04 
4.02 2.04 ]. 98 .02 · 04 - . 02 
4. 03 2. 01 2. 02 . 03 · 01 +. 02 

1 

3.02 l. 03 ]. 99 0.02 O. 03 -0.01 
3. 04 1. 02 2.02 .04 · 02 

I 
+.02 

1. 00 2. 95 0.90 1. 96 -.05 -. 01 -.04 
3.01 . 99 2.02 +.01 -. 01 +. 02 
3. 06 1. 02 2.04 .06 +.02 . 04 

1 

2. as 0.02 2.03 0.05 0.02 I 0.03 
2. 03 . 01 2. 02 . 03 .01 .02 

0.00 2. 01 -.03 2.04 . 01 -.03 .04 
2.01 - .01 2.02 . 01 -.01 .02 
2. 01 -. 01 2. 02 . 01 -.01 .02 

1 

1. 03 -1. 00 2.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 
1. 00 - 0. 00 1. 00 .00 +.01 -. 01 

-1. 00 0. 96 -.00 1. OS -.04 .01 -.05 
1. 02 -.97 1. 00 +.02 . 03 -.Ot 
1. 00 -.98 1. 98 . 00 · 02 -.02 

1-
0
.

03 
-1. 97 1. 94 - 0.03 O. 03 -0.06 

-.03 -1. 96 1. 93 -.03 . 04 - . 07 
- 2.00 +. 00 -1. 99 1. 99 .00 . Ot -.Ot 

. 02 - 1. 99 2.01 +. 02 . 01 +'Ot 

. 03 -1. 96 I. 99 .03 . 04 - . 01 

1-0. 99 
-2.98 1. 99 0.01 O. 02 -O.OL 

-.97 -2.99 2. 02 . 03 .01 +. 02 
-3.00 - . OS -2.95 2. 00 .05 .05 . 00 

-. 94 -2.93 1. 09 .06 .07 -. 01 
- 1. 01 -2.99 1. 9S -.01 . 01 -. 02 

r1. 97 
- 4.02 2. 05 +0.03 -0. 02 +0.05 

- 1. 95 -4. 01 2.06 . 05 -.Ot .06 
-4.00 -2.02 -3.99 1. 97 -.02 +, Ot -.03 

-2. 00 - 3.94 1. 94 +.00 .06 -.06 
- 1. 98 -4.03 2. as . 02 -.03 +.05 

{ -3.92 -5.98 2.06 0.08 O. 02 0.06 

-6.00 - 4.02 -6. 07 2.05 -.02 -. 07 . 05 
-4. 02 -6.03 2.01 -.02 -. 03 . 01 
-3.92 -5.93 2. OJ +.08 +.07 .01 

{ -7.94 -10.09 2. 15 0.06 -0.09 0. 15 

-10.00 -7.93 -9.93 2. 00 · 07 +.07 .00 
-7. 87 - 10. 02 2.15 .13 -.02 .15 
-7. 93 -9.93 2.00 · 07 +.07 .00 

{ -9.97 - 11. 99 2.02 O. 03 O. OJ 0. 02 
-12.00 - 10. 05 - 11.99 1. 94 -.05 .01 -. 06 

-9.80 -11. 96 2.07 +. 11 · 04 + .07 

{-14.07 - 16.05 1. 98 - 0. 07 -0.05 - 0.02 
- 16.00 -13.95 - 15.95 2. 00 +. 05 +.05 +. 00 

-13.86 -15.86 2.00 .14 . 14 .00 

{-17.82 -19.62 I. 80 0.18 0.38 -0.20 
-20.00 -17.87 - 19. 73 I. 86 

I 
.13 .27 -.14 

- 17.61 -19.46 1. 85 . 39 .54 -.15 
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TABLE . 9. NleasUJ·ed val1ws of the axial 11w·idional powers, Vo 
and Ho, for 43 spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power of 
+3.00 diopte1·s and with spherical powers mnging from + 6.00 
to - 10.00 diopters 

'rho nominal prescribed gphcricai powers arc listed und or "Sph". Tohe values 
of the deviatio ns rrolll the nominal powers in the principal meridian a rc lis ted 
under the headings Cl Vo, ClHo, a nd ClOo= (Cl Vo -ClH o). 

A ll values are expressed in diopters . 

Sph . Vo Ho 00 ClVo ClHo ClOo 
------- - ----------------

{ 
9.03 6.00 3. 03 0.03 0. 00 0.03 

ti. OO 9.01 6. 02 2. 99 .01 . 02 -.01 
8.97 5.96 3. 01 -.03 - .04 +. 01 
9.00 5.94 3.06 +. 00 - . 06 . 06 

} 
8.06 5. 07 2. 99 0. 06 + 0.07 - 0. 01 

5. 00 8.05 4. 99 3. 06 . 05 -.01 +.06 
8.04 5. 16 2. 88 . 04 +. 16 - . 12 
8. 06 4.97 3. 09 . 06 -. 03 + .09 

{ 
6. 99 3. 98 3.01 - 0.01 - 0. 02 0. 01 

'1. 00 7.20 4. 09 3. 11 +. 20 +. 09 . 11 
7. 09 4.02 3.07 . 09 . 02 . 07 
7.00 4. 00 2. 94 . 00 . 06 -.06 

r 6. 12 3. 08 3. 04 0. 12 O. OS + 0. 04 
3. 00 0.02 2. 98 3. 04 . 02 -. 02 .04 

1 5.99 2. 97 3. 02 -. 01 -. 03 .02 
0.02 3.00 3. 02 +. 02 . 00 .02 

1 
1. 99 - 1. 05 3.04 - 0. 01 - 0. 05 0. 04 
2. 04 - 0. 99 3.03 +. 04 +. 01 . 03 

- 1.00 2.00 -. 97 2. 97 .00 . 03 - .03 
2.04 -.92 2. 96 . 04 . OS -. 04 
2. 03 -. 95 2. 9S . 03 .05 -. 02 

1 
1. 05 - 2.01 3. 00 0.05 - 0. 01 + 0.06 
0.99 - 1. 98 2.97 -. 01 +. 02 -. 03 

- 2.00 1. 00 - 2.03 3. 03 +. 00 -. 03 +.03 
0. 97 - 1. 99 2.96 -. 03 + .01 - .04 
L 10 - 1. 8S 2.98 . 10 . 12 -. 02 

1-0
.
03 

- 3. 00 2.97 - 0. 03 0.00 - 0. 03 
+. 02 - 2.96 2.98 + .02 .04 -. 02 

- 3. 00 -. 02 - 3. 03 3. 01 -. 02 -. 03 +. 01 
+. 08 -2.82 2.90 +. 08 + . 18 -. 10 

. 07 - 2. 91 2. 98 .07 . 09 -. 02 

{ -0.97 - 3. 99 3. 02 0.03 0.01 + 0. 02 

- '1.00 -1.04 - 4. 03 2. 99 -. 04 -. 03 -. 01 
-0.99 - 3. 98 2. 99 +. 01 +. 02 -. 01 
- . 93 -3. 92 2. 99 .07 .08 -. 01 

{ - 3.06 - 6. 04 2.98 - 0. 06 - 0.04 - 0.02 

-6. 00 -2. 9S - 5.99 3.01 +. 02 +. 01 + . 01 
-2.99 -5. 98 2.99 .01 .02 -. 01 
-3. 04 -G.07 0. 03 -. 04 -.07 +. 03 

{ -6. 94 - 9. 97 3. 03 + 0.06 0. 03 0. 03 

-10. 00 -6.91 - 10.05 0. 14 . 09 -. 05 • J4 
-6.94 - 9.85 2.91 . 06 +. 15 -. 09 
- 6.85 - 9.86 3.01 .15 . 14 +.01 

TABLE 11 . NI easured values of the axial meridional powers, Vo 
and fIo, for eight spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power 
of +5.00 di opters and with spherical powers of - 1.00 and 
-2.00 diopters 

All powers arc expressed in diopters. 

Sph. Vo IIo Co ClVo ClHo ClCo 
------ - - - ------

{ 
3.98 - 0. 99 4.97 - 0. 02 0. 01 - 0. 03 

- 1.00 3.99 - . 88 4. 87 -. 01 . 12 -. 13 
3.97 - 1.00 4.97 -. 03 . 00 - .03 
3. S9 - 1.02 4.91 -. 11 -. 02 - .09 

{ 
2.95 - 1. 98 4.93 - 0. 05 + 0.02 - 0. 07 

-2.00 3.02 - l.m 4. 93 +. 02 . 09 -. 07 
3.00 - 2. 00 5.00 .00 .00 +. 00 
2.90 -2. 08 4.9S -. 10 -. OS - . 02 

TARLE 10. 111 Pasured val1ws of the axial meridional powel·S, Vo 
and Ho, for 33 spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power of 
+ 4.00 dioptel·s and with spherical powers Tanging f rom + ,).00 
to - 10.00 diopters 

'ell c nominal prescribed spherical powers arc listed und er IfS ph". The va lu es 
of th e deviations [rom the nominal powers in the prin cipal m cric1 u1. ll s are li sted 
und er th e headings Cl 170, ClJIo, and ClCo=(Cl Va-AIlo) . 

All values a l e expressed in d iop ters. 

Spb. V o JIo Co Cl 170 Cl Tfo ClCo 
------------------

{ 
9. 04 5. 09 3.95 0. 04 0. 09 -0.05 

5.00 9.07 5.01 4.06 . 07 . 01 + . 06 
9. 01 4.9S 4. 03 . 01 -. 02 .00 
9. 20 5.03 4.17 . 20 +. 03 . 17 

{ 
7.98 4.03 3. 95 - 0.02 0. 03 - 0. 05 

4.00 7.99 3.97 4. 02 - .01 -. 03 + . 02 
8.21 4. 10 4. 11 +. 21 +. 10 . 11 
S.07 4.09 3. 9S . 07 . 09 -. 02 

{ 
3.05 - 0.95 4. 00 0. 05 0. 05 0. 00 

- 1.00 3.04 -.97 4. 0l . 04 . 03 +. 01 
2.90 - 1. 00 3. 96 -. 04 .00 - . 04 
3.00 - 0. 95 3. 95 + . 00 . 05 -. 05 

{ 
2.03 - 1. 94 3.97 0.03 0.06 - 0. 03 

- 2.00 2.05 - 1. 98 4.03 . 05 . 02 +. 03 
1. 93 - 1. 9S 3. 91 -. 07 . 02 -.09 
2. 03 - 1. 99 4. 02 +.03 . 01 +. 02 

{ 
1. 06 - 2.95 4.01 0. 06 0.05 0. 01 

-3.00 0. 97 - 3.01 3.98 - .03 -. 01 - . 02 
1. 09 - 2. 98 4.07 +. 09 +. 02 +. 07 
1.14 - 2. 85 3.99 . 14 . 15 - . 01 

1 0.09 
-3.92 4.01 0.09 0. 08 + 0.01 

-. 04 -4.00 3.9G - .04 .00 - .04 
- 4.00 . 01 -3.97 3.98 +. 01 . 03 -. 02 

-.04 -4. 06 4.02 -. 04 -.06 +. 02 
.01 -3.96 3.97 +. 01 +.04 -.03 

f2.00 
- 6.06 4.06 0. 00 - 0. 06 +0.06 

-6. 00 - 1. 98 -5.9S 4.00 .02 +. 02 .00 
- 1. 84 -5.83 3. 99 .16 . 17 - .01 
- 1. 99 -6. 01 4.02 . 01 -. 01 +. 02 

f5.95 
-10. 00 4. 05 0. 05 0. 00 0. 05 

- 10. 00 -5. 94 - 9.90 3.96 .06 +. 10 - . 04 
-5.97 -9. 99 4. 02 . 03 . 01 + . 02 
-5.92 - 9. 90 3.98 .08 .10 - .02 

TABLE 12. ~1IIeasured values oj the axial meTidi onal powers Vo 
and H 0, .f 01· 8 spectacle lenses having a cylindrical power oj 
+ 6.00 dioptel·s and with spherical powers of - 1.00 and 
-2.00 diopte1·s 

All powers are exp ressed in d Lopters . 

Sph . Vo rio Co Cl Vo AHo ClCo 

------- - - - -----

{ 
4.97 - 0. 98 5.95 - 0. 03 + 0. 02 -0.05 

- 1. 00 5. 12 -.91 6.00 + .12 . 09 +. 03 
5.02 -.S5 5.87 . 02 . 15 - . 13 
5.02 -1.00 6.02 . 02 . 00 +. 02 

{ 
3.89 - 2. 03 .1. 92 - 0. 11 - 0. 00 - 0. OS 

-2.00 4. 03 -1. 92 5.95 +. 03 +. 08 -. 05 
4.00 - 1. 83 5.83 . 00 . 17 -. 17 
4. 06 - 1. 95 6. 01 . 06 . 05 +. 01 

Ho. The deviations from the nominal values of 
Va, Ho, and 00 (derived from the prescribed values 
of sphere and cylinder) are listed under the headings 
I:::,. Va , I:::,.Ho, and 1:::,.00 . 

Cursory examination of the measured values of 
Va , Ho, and 00 listed in tables 6 through ] 2 shows 
the departure from the nominal values to be quite 
small. 
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6. Establishment of Tolerances 

In the establishment of tolerances for axial power 
for spectacle lenses, two factors should be kept 
constantly in mind. First, the tolerances should be 
sufficiently large that lenses now made in accordance 
with recognized good practice should not show too 
high a percentage of rejection. Second, the toler
ances should be as small as practicable to insure 
uniformity of performance. In other words, the 
tolerance should be such that if a user is supplied 
with the nominally correct lens or a lens at either 
extreme of the proper tolerance, he is not likely to 
perceive any difference in the quality of vision. 

6. 1. Proposed Tolerances for Axial Powers 

Following a careful analysis of the magnitudes of 
the axial deviations Ll Va, LlHo, and LlCo, a set of 
tolerances were established for use in a purchase 
specification [5]. Th e tolerances decided upon are 
specified as follows: 

"The refractive power measured through the opti
cal center shall agree with the prescribed power to 
within the following tolerances: 

Powers 0 through___ _ 6.00 ± 0.06 diopte r. 
Powers 6.25 through _ 12. 00 ± 1. percent of power. 
Powers above _______ 12.00 ± 0.12 dioper. 

" Whcre cylindrical powel' is present, the above 
tolerances shall apply separately to each principal 
meridian of the lens and to the cylinder alone." 

The total range of powers covered by this specifica
tion is + 9.00 to - 20.00 diopters . It is probable 
that it can be extended to covel' the range + 20.00 
to - 20.00 diopters. 

6 .2 . Degree of Compliance With Proposed 
Tolerances 

The results of measurement made on the 311 
lenses that are contained in tables 6 to 12 have been 
considered with respect to these tolerances. For 
clarity, the results of these considerations are shown 
graphically in figures 2 to 6. In the graphs showing 
deviations in meridional power, the abscissas repre
sent values of meridional power, Va, while the 
ordinates give the magnitude of the deviation, Ll Va 
or LlHo, for a given value of Va. The solid lines 
bounding the horizontal zone in the central region 
of the graphs are the tolerance lines. Points that lie 
outside this zone indicate departures from the 
specified values in excess of tolerance. To avoid 
plotting a multiplicity of points, only those points 
arc plotted where one 01' both of a pair fall outside 
tolerance. For example, if for a given lens Ll Va is 
greater than the specified tolerance, the value of 
Ll Va is plotted on the graph and in addition the 
value of LlHo is plotted, whether it exceeds the 
specified tolerance or not. In order to show the 
number of lenses complying, a bar graph is shown at 
the bottom of each frame. The total number of 
boxes at a given value of Va corresponds to the total 
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axial power for 71 lenses having cylindr-ical power oj 2 
diopters . 

rl'hc upper frame shows degree of compliance [or the meridional powe rs and 
the lower framo shows the degree of com pliancc [or cylind rical power. Boxes 
containing an X in the bar graph in the lowor frame indicate th e number of 
lenses that comply full y witb the requirements for both merid ional and 
cylind rical power. 

number of lenses in the sample of the given power. 
The number of boxes containing an X is the number 
of lenses of the given power that comply ; the number 
of empty boxes give the number of lenses having 
values of ~ Vo or ~Ho in excess of the proposed 
tolerance. For example in figure 2, which shows the 
degree of compliance for the principal meridional 
powers on axis for 72 lenses having zero cylindrical 
power, there are 5 boxes at V o= 6.00 diopters, 
indicating 5 lenses measured, 3 of which comply 
with the tolerances for Vo and Ho. None of this 
group of 72 lenses showed cylindrical power in excess 
of the tolerances, so no graph is given for ~Co. 

The upper frames of figures 3 Lo 6 show similar 
results for lenses having cylindrical powers of 1.00, 
2.00 , 3.00 , and 4.00 diopters. The lower frames 
show the magnitudes of the deviations in cylindrical 
power ~Co for the same lenses. H ere, too , only 
those values are plotted. that are in excess of the 
tolerance ± 0.06 diopter for c.dindrical power which 
is shown by the toleran ce lines on the graph. The bar 
graph at the bottom of the lower frames combine the 
results for both meridional and cylindrical power. 
A box con taining an X in t.his graph indicates that 
the given lens complies in full with the tolerances for 
meridional and cylindrical power. 
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FI GU RE 5. Degj'ee of compli ance with suggested tolerances for 
axial power Jor 43 lenses having cylindrical power of 3 
diopters . 

rJ'h e upper frame shows degree of compliance for t ho meridional powers and t he 
lower frame shows the degree of compliance for cylindrical power. Boxes 
contalning an X in the bar graph in tho lowol' framo indicate the nUlIlhl' 1' of 
lenses that comply fully \,,! ith the req uirements for bo th meridion al and 
cy lin drical power. 
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It is interesting to note in these figures, that there 
is only one instance, (fig. 4, Vo= - 18 D), where no 
single lens of a given group complies in full with the 
tolerances. In all other cases, at least one, and 
generally two or more comply in full which indicates 
that these tolerances are being satisfied aad can be 
satisfied. 

The degree of compliance with the suggested toler
ances is shown in tabular form for the 311 lenses in 
tables 13 to 18. In these tables, the total number of 
lenses of a given power in each sample is given, 
together with information on the number complying 
in each phase of the specification. At the bottom of 
each table, the percentage of lenses complying in 
Va, Ho, and Co separately is given and finally the 
percentage complying fully in Va , Ha, and 00 , 

TABL E 13. Degree of compliance with Sltggested requirements 
f or axial power for 72 lenses having meridional powers ranging 
fr om + 7.00 to - 18.00 diopters and zero cylindrical power 

N umber of lenses in sample complying 
M erid ional power N umber on ax is in-

(Vo= H o) of lenses 
in sample 

Vo H o Co VO t Flo, 
and Co 

------------

7.00 3 3 3 3 3 
6.00 5 3 3 5 3 
5.00 5 5 5 5 5 
4.00 5 5 5 5 5 
3.00 5 4 4 5 4 

2.00 5 5 5 5 5 
1.00 5 5 5 5 5 
0.00 5 5 5 5 5 

- 1.00 5 5 5 5 5 
- 2.00 5 4 5 5 4 

-3.00 5 5 5 5 5 
- 4.00 5 4 4 5 4 
- 6.00 5 4 4 5 4 

- 10.00 3 2 2 3 2 
- 14.00 3 3 3 3 3 
- 18.00 3 3 3 3 3 

---- ---- ----------
TotaL . __ ____________ 72 65 66 72 65 
l'crcentage __________ ---- -- 90 92 100 90 

TABLE 14. Degree of compliance with suggested requirements 
f or axial power for 76 lenses having meridional powers ranging 
from +8.00 to - 18.00 diopters and a cylindrical power of 
+ 1.00 diopter 

N umber of lenses i n sample complying I Number on axis iu-
Meridional power of lenses 

(Vo= Ho+1.00) in sample 
Vo IIo Co Va, ITo, 

and Co 
-------------

8.00 3 3 3 3 3 
7.00 5 3 4 2 1 
6. 00 5 4 2 4 2 
5. 00 5 4 4 4 3 
4. 00 5 4 5 5 4 

3.00 5 4 5 4 4 
2. 00 5 5 5 5 5 
1.00 5 5 5 5 5 
0. 00 5 5 5 5 5 

- 1.00 5 5 5 5 5 

-2.00 5 5 5 5 5 
-3. 00 5 3 5 3 3 
-5.00 5 2 4 5 2 
-9. 00 4 3 3 4 3 

- 10. 00 3 2 2 3 2 

- 14. 00 3 3 2 2 1 
- 18. 00 3 1 1 2 1 

---.--------------- -
TotaL __ __ __________ 76 61 65 66 54 
Percentage __________ -- -- -- 80 86 87 il 

T ABL E 15. Degree of compliance wi th s1tggested )'equirements 
for axial power for 71 lenses having meridional powers ranging 
from + 9.00 to - 18.00 diopters and a cylindrical power of 
+2.00 diopters 

Number 
N umber of lenses in sample complying 

on axis in-
M erjdional power of lenses 

(Vo= Ho+2.00) in sample 
Vo H o Co Vo, H o, 

and Co 
---------------

9.00 2 2 2 2 2 
8.00 4 3 4 3 3 
i.OO 4 3 3 3 2 
6.00 4 3 4 3 3 
5. 00 5 4 4 5 4 

4.00 5 5 5 5 5 
3. 00 5 5 5 5 5 
2.00 5 5 5 5 5 
1.00 5 5 5 5 5 
0. 00 5 5 5 4 4 

- 1.00 5 5 4 5 4 
- 2.00 5 5 5 5 5 
-4. 00 4 2 2 4 1 
-8. 00 4 3 4 2 2 

- 10. 00 3 2 3 2 2 

- 14. 00 3 2 2 3 2 
- 18. 00 3 0 0 0 0 

---------~--------To taL _________ __ ___ il 59 62 61 54 
P ereentage __________ ------ 83 87 85 76 

TABLE 16. Degree of compliance with suggested requirements 
for axial power for 43 len ses having meridional powers ranging 
from + 9.00 to -7.00 diopters and a cylindrical power of 
+3.00 diopters 

I N nmber I N umber of lenses in sample complying 
on axis in-

1\1erid ional power of lenses 
(Vo= H o+3.00) in sample 

Vo H o Co Vo, H o, 
and Co 

------------
9. 00 4 4 4 4 4 
8. 00 4 4 2 2 1 
7.00 4 2 3 2 2 
6.00 4 3 3 4 3 
2. 00 5 5 4 5 4 

1.00 5 5 4 5 4 
0. 00 5 3 3 3 3 

- 1.00 4 3 3 4 3 
-3. 00 4 4 3 4 3 
-7. 00 4 2 2 2 1 

-----------------
rrotal __ _____________ 43 35 31 35 28 
Pereentage __________ ------ 81 72 81 65 

T ABLE 17. Degree of com pliance with suggested requirements 
f or axial power for 33 lenses having meridional powers ranging 
from + 9.00 to -6.00 diopters and a cylindrical power of 
+4.00 diopters 

I N nm ber of len ses in sample compl ying 
Nnmber on axis ill-

Meridional power of lenses 
(Vo= H o+4.00) in sample 

Vo IIo Co 170, H o, 
and Co 

------------
9.00 4 3 3 3 2 
8. 00 4 3 2 3 2 
3.00 4 4 4 4 4 
2.00 4 3 4 3 3 

1.00 4 2 3 3 2 
0. 00 5 4 4 5 4 

- 2.00 4 3 3 4 3 
-6. 00 4 3 4 4 3 

------ ------- ------
'fataL _____ _____ ____ 33 25 27 29 23 
Percentage __________ ------ 76 82 88 70 
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TABLE 18. Degree of compliance with suggested requirements 
for axial power f or 16 lenses having meridional powers - 1.00 
and -2.00 dioptel's, and cylindrical powers of + .5.00 and 
+ 6.00 diopters 

The summary in t he lower part of the table shows t he degree of compliance 
for the entire group of 311 lcnscs . 

N umber 
N umber of1cnsos i_n sample complying 

on ax is in-
]Vfcridional power 

( \ '0= lfo+5.00) i~f ~~ :;;~fel---,---------,--------.---I 
170 JIo Co Vo,IIo, 

and Co 
1----------------------

Diopters 

- 1.00 
-2.00 

4 
4 

2 
2 

----------- -------
'1'otaL ______ ________ 8 6 5 4 3 
Pcrcentage_______ ___ 75 62 50 38 

(Vo =Jlo+6): 
- 1.00 
-2. 00 

'1'otaL ______________ 8 
P ercentage__________ _ ____ _ 

S um mary o f a ll 
lenses___ __________ 311 

Pcrccntagc __________ _ ____ _ 

6 
75 

257 
8;5 

2 
2 

4 
50 

260 
84 

3 
2 

5 
62 

272 
87 

:J 
38 

230 
74 

At first glance, the p~rcenta.ge of lenses complying 
seems so low that one rmght thlllk the tolerances Ivere 
too severe . There are , however, fl, number of factors 
to be considered that tend to show that the tolerances 
are eminently fair. For example, these are not re
sults fo r lenses fron~ ~ single source but from IL variety 
of sources. In adchtwn, these B,re not lenses specially 
mlLcle for Llus study but are representative of lenses 
thaL IL re in rou tine manufacLure . ConsequenLly if 
only f1 single lens of a given sample of 3 to 5 len'ses 
complies with the suggested tolerances, it signifies 
thlLt IL lens of Lhat power can be and is beinO' made 
tha t will satisfy the suggesLed tolerances. Mo~eover 
from tbe graphs in fi gures 2 through 6, it is eviden t 
that only minor adjustments need be made in the 
manufacturing process to bring many of the lenses 
now outside of tolerance within Lhe bounds of the 
suggested tolerances. In connection with this view 
it is noteworthy that of all the 68 combinlLtions usecl 
in this study, only one failed to have a single member 
of the sample comply . This is the sample, where 
110= - 18.00 and 00= 2.00 diopters. It is probable 
that lenses of this combination can be made that will 
comply with the tolerances. Inasmuch as at least 
one lens in 67 out of 68 samples complied with sug
gested requirements , one can say that with present
cl lLY routine manufacturing techniques, there is po
tentifilly a 98-percent degree of compliance . 

The degree of compliance ougb t also to be con
sidered .witl~ respect .to the expected percentage of 
use, wh.lcb IS shown m table 1. For lenses having 
zero cylmdn cal power , the expected percenLfl O'e of use 
table indica tes that 91 percent of these lel~ses will 
have powers rlLnging from + 4.00 to - 4.00 diop ters. 
For lenses of these powers, table 13 shows thlLt 42 
ou~ of ~5 , or 93 percent , comply. For lenses having 
cylmdncal power 0.25 to 2.00 , the expected percent
age of use in conjunction with spherical power from 
+ 4.00 to - 4.00 diop ters is 83 percent. For this 
range, ~able 14 shows 41 out of 45, or 91 percen t, 
complymg and table 15 shows 40 out of 44, or 91 

percent, complying. It is accordingly clear thfl t in 
the ranges of powers commonly used , approximately 
90 percent . of t~le lenses as presently made hOllld 
comply easily wILh these tolerances. 

6.3. Depth of Focus and the Proposed Tolerances 

In preparin~ a tolerlLnce for axial power, it is 
proper to consIder factors other than deO'ree of com
p~iance of existing lenses. Some thought should be 
gIven as to the probable effect on the vision of the 
user , i~ it is assumed tha.t .the lens has been correctly 
prescnbed, properly pOSItIOned, and is affected only 
by disparities arising from deviations of the measured 
from the prescribed power. With this in mind a 
bri~f s.tudy was made to d~te~mine magnitude of the 
vana~IOn 111 power of the vIewmg lens that would still 
permIt a fixed eye to resolve discrete objects sepa
rated by 1 minute of arc in the object space. This 
figure of 1 minute of arc is the angular width of the 
~ines in ~he letters of vision-testin& charts, whic~ ~re 
Just legIble to a person of normal (or 20/20) VIswn 
when viewed under standard conditions . 
. The computa.tio!l of the magn~tude of the permis

SIble power vanatIOn was done m a manner closely 
paralleling that used in determining depth of fo cus 
for a lens, with the exception that the variation is 
expressed as change iI!- dioptric power of the viewing 
~ens ra~her than as chsplace~en.t of the focal plane 
111 the Image space of the vlCwmg lens. The final 
results are shown as curve 1 in figure 7. In t he figure 
both the positive and negative values are plotted s~ 
that the space separating the two branches is a 
measure of the total range of variation of dioptric 
power of the viewing lens for which the limit of reso
lu tion is 1 minute of arc in the object sp lLce. It is 
clear Lhat range of varilLt ion or dep th of fo cLls is leas t 
for the high positive powers and increases steadily 
as one moves from the region of high positive pOIl-er 
to the region of high negative power. 
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o 
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F IGURE ,7. CW'ves .sho'}»ing depth of focus in dioptric power 
va~'~atwn of the v~ew~n(J lens f or a limit of resolution of 1 
l1nmlte of m'c in the object space. 

T he zone bounded b y t he curves ma rked ] shows the theoretical dept h of focus; 
t he zon e bouLlded by the curves marked 2 shows the val ue found eXl)erirnent· 
~~i~;a~~~s.the ZOLle bounded b y the curves m arked 3 shows t he suggested 
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The depth of focus was also determined experi
mentally by photographing test charts through the 
spectacle tester at a series of settings through the 
region of focus. The results of these measurements 
are sho"vn in the curves marked 2 in figure 7. Al
though there is a pronounced difference between 
curves 1 and 2, it is not particularly alarming so far 
as purposes of the present discussion are concerned. 
I t must be remembered that curve 1 shows the depth 
of focus for an ideal lens, whereas curve 2 shows the 
depth of focus for an actual lens that is not free from 
aberrations. It is probable that further study would 
locate the causes of the discrepancies. The prime 
thing to remember is that both of these approaches 
indicate the existence of upper limits on lens toler
ances or depth of focus , if one wishes to maintain a 
gi ven level of vision. 

Thc suggested tolerances, discussed in section 6.1, 
are also shown as curve 3. It is clear that these 
tolerances are at all times within the range covered 
for curve 2, (the results of experiment) and extend 
beyond the range covered by curve 1, (the results of 
theoretical computation) in the case of high positive 
powers. It must be borne in mind that curves 1 and 
2 delineate the extreme ranges for which I -minute 
resolution is possible, and that it is probable a reason
able level of contrast for the distinguishing of close 
objects will be maintained over about 0.7 of the total 
range indicated by curves 1 and 2. It is, therefore, 

clear that the suggested tolerance range a,grees closely 
with the range derived from both theoretical and 
eA'}>erimental considerations. It is also evident that 
any marked increase in the suggested tolerances may 
result in reduction of the image quality for a user 
who happens to obtain a spectacle lens for which the 
variation of the actual from the prescribed power is 
near the limit of the extended tolerance range. 

The author expresses his appreciation to members 
of the staff for assistance rendorcd during this work. 
The measurements herein reported were made by 
Walter R. Darling, Nancy Greenwood, Paul V. Bar
rans, and Loyd E. Sutton. 
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